
charlatan and suggested that it was only the
diligence of qualified chemists that had saved
his patients from harm.
Mr Saeed had denied four charges of

obtaining pay and property from Bradford
Area Health Authority by, deception. The
jury's verdict was unanimous in finding him
guilty on all four counts. As well as sentenc-
ing Mr Saeed to five years in prison the judge
ordered his assets of £43 000 to be put
towards a compensation claim from his
health authority for ,some of the £450 000 he
has been paid since he began to practise in
1961.
The case highlights the awkward position

that pharmacists can be placed in. Roger
Odd, head of the practice division of the
Royal Pharmaceutical Society, said: "We
would recommend that the pharmacist speak
to the doctor in the first instance as there are
usually legitimate reasons for unusual pres-
criptions. If the prescribing is obviously
bizarre he should consult us at the Royal
Pharmaceutical Society or approach the phar-
maceutical adviser at his family health ser-
vices authority." -JAMES IRONSIDE, BMJ

Opening up merit
awards
Consultants' leaders have been asked to
consider improvements to the merit award
system and produce specific proposals by
1993. But until a better system is devised and
agreed by the profession awards should not
be abandoned. Many speakers at last week's
BMA conference of senior hospital staff
agreed that the secrecy in the system caused
resentment, and the meeting resolved that
there should be "clear criteria of merit,
acknowledgement of clinical workload, and
an increased awareness of methods to ensure
widespread consultation."

Merit awards were introduced in 1948 to
maintain recruitment to and the status of
specialist practice. Aneurin Bevan was
accused of stuffing consultants' mouths with
gold, but at the start of the NHS the
government was anxious to retain whole time
consultant staff in the service. The system
was affirmed in 1960 and 1979, but the NHS
and Community Care Act introduced regular
reviews, age limits, management members of
C awards committees, and a new criterion for
C awards. Then in its last report the review
body on doctors' and dentists' remuneration
asked the profession to consider reviewing
the system to see how it could be related more
to performance, particularly at the C award
levels. There are nearly 7000 awards ranging
from £9790 for a C award to £46 000 a year for
an A+ award, and at any one time 36% of
consultants hold an award. Sixty per cent of
consultants receive an award before they
retire.
The meeting was adamant that doctors

should continue to assess merit of their peers.
There was criticism, however, of the quota
system and the fact that academic staff
competed with clinical consultants for
awards. And the method of nomination
varies widely: in some places doctors are

How much is a doctor worth? Discussions continue

elected by their colleagues, while in others
the recommendation comes from one con-
sultant.

In the citizen's charter the government
stated that it would be asking the pay review
bodies to take performance more into account
in their recommendations. The doctors'
review body has doubts about the application
of performance related pay in the NHS. Last
week consultants resolved that performance
related pay should be in addition to any merit
awards.

Performance related pay is already on the
government's agenda, and the Central Con-
sultants and Specialists Committee has been
invited to investigate the Department of
Health's views on the system while insisting
that any scheme should not permit managers
to distort clinical priorities and that it
should be financed with new money. -LINDA
BEECHAM, BMJ

Performance related
pay for doctors
NHS trusts should use their managerial
freedom to reform doctors' pay-not only to
ensure that it reflects the volume and intensity
of their work but also to provide financial
incentives for working more efficiently. In
their discussion paper How Much is a Doctor
Worth? three health economists from York
University also argue that the way general
practitioners are paid-through a combina-
tion of capitation and fee for item pay-
ments-fails to provide -any incentive for
efficiency.
With pay at nearly 75% of total NHS costs

and the NHS reforms placing a greater
emphasis on cost effectiveness, the econo-
mists say that efficient doctors should be
rewarded and the inadequate penalised. But
there are problems. In the US, for example,
paying for every itenm of service encourages
doctors to do more work but has caused
health costs to soar and caused a rise in
medical intervention.
Without any agreed' measure of health

outcome the economists recommend that the

NHS should experiment with a form of
performance related pay developed at the
Harvard School of Public Health under
Professor William Hsiao. Professor Hsiao's
resource based relative value scale was imple-
mented in the US last January as part of the
reform of Medicare doctors' payments.
The scale measures the resource costs of

doctors' services in an attempt to emulate the
pay that doctors would command in a free
market. It takes into account not only the
workload of different specialists but also the
intensity of that workload and other factors
such as the income lost by doctors who train
to become specialists.
Workload surveys and case vignettes

(typical case mixes covering the range of
specialties' work) were carried out by the
Harvard team in conjunction with the Ameri-
can Medical Association. This work pro-
vided the hard data used to produce relative
prices (pay) for doctors' time. The results
were startling. According to the data, family
practitioners should receive up to 70% more
income from their Medicare work whereas
ophthalmic and cardiovascular surgeons
should have their remuneration halved.
The York economists admit that dis-

similarities between the British and American
health care systems could prevent the
resource based relative values scale being
applied to doctors' pay in the NHS. But
financial incentives that do exist, such as merit
awards, are viewed as outdated and fail to
comply with the Department of Health's
guidelines that increases in medical pay
should be "what is sufficient to recruit, retain
and motivate staff of the right quality."-
JOHN APPELBY, economic correspondent, BMJ

How Much is a Doctor Worth? by Karen Bloor, Alan
Maynard, and Andrew Street is available from the
Centre for Health Economics, York University, York
YO1 5DD, price £6.

Correction

Number of children in care in UK falls
An editorial error occurred in this headline (13 June, p
1526). The last three lines should have read: In 1981
there were 92 300 children in care, compared with
59 800 in 1991.
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